
DUBAI: Dell Technologies today launched its first
Customer Solution Center demonstrating its unparalleled
strength in enabling and shaping organizations across
Middle East, Turkey and Africa (META) to lead the front-
lines of innovation. Established in Dubai, the Customer
Solution Center showcases the industry’s most compre-
hensive portfolio of technologies, from the edge to the
core to the cloud, and aims to help regional organizations
collaborate, innovate and validate their efforts towards
digitization. 

Designed as a state-of-the-art technology hub to
drive business innovation, the Customer Solution Center
was officially opened by Marius Haas, President and
Chief Commercial Officer at Dell EMC, Aongus Hegarty,
President, Europe, Middle East and Africa at Dell EMC
and Mohammed Amin, Senior Vice President, Middle
East, Turkey and Africa (META) at Dell EMC. 

The Customer Solution Center is designed to serve as
a state-of-the-art technology hub for the META region.
It provides a trusted environment wherein world-class
IT experts collaborate with customers to explore, test
and prove end-to-end solutions and share best prac-
tices, that can help drive business outcomes and create a
competitive advantage. In addition, the Customer
Solution Center global network enables remote connec-
tivity, which offers the ability to engage customers from
any location. Similarly, the Customer Solution Center
provides customers with easy access to the whole port-

folio of Dell Technologies’ solutions and ensures cus-
tomers receive appropriate expertise and resources at
every level to achieve their business objectives.

Connected cities 
Following the opening ceremony, experts engaged

partners and customers with technical briefings, archi-
tectural design sessions and Proof of Concepts. These
sessions aimed to offer partners and customers a clear
path of integration with Dell Technologies’ solutions and
mission-critical application projects which span across
connected cities use cases, Internet of Things (IoT),
machine learning, Pivotal Cloud Foundry, multi cloud and
software-defined data centers, advanced threat detec-
tion and automated response security solutions. 

With key partners and customers in attendance, the
Dell EMC leadership also hosted a round table to high-
light an array of solutions in three key areas crucial to

organizations’ digital transformation strategies: IT
Transformation, Workforce Transformation, and Security
Transformation.

According to recent research by Dell EMC designed
to provide insight into the state of IT Transformation,
81% of respondents agree that if they do not embrace
IT Transformation, their organization will no longer be
competitive in their markets. In addition, 88% of
respondents say that their organization is under pres-
sure to deliver new products and services at an increas-
ing rate. Outlining the business benefits and positive
impact of digital transformation, the survey stated that
transformed organizations are 2.5x more likely to believe
they are in a strong position to compete and succeed in
their markets over the next few years.

In line with this, the Customer Solution Center is
developed to play a critical role in supporting the UAE’s
strategy of developing a knowledge-based economy in

line with Vision 2021. In addition, it helps the META
region to make a quantum leap in using technology solu-
tions to resolve pressing business issues.

Mohammed Amin, Senior Vice President, Middle East,
Turkey and Africa at Dell EMC said “It is absolutely crit-
ical that companies leverage the latest technologies to
navigate the fourth industrial revolution. With this in
mind, the Dell Technologies Customer Solution Centre is
designed to serve as a thriving technology hub that bol-
sters the position of the Middle East, Turkey and Africa
region at the forefront of transformation.  Through the
Customer Solution Center,our central goal is to share
our vision of technology and provide organizations in
the META region with holistic, dynamic and collabora-
tive tools and resources necessary to power their digital
future and ultimately, play a defining role in building an
innovation-led economy that drives business success
and human progress.”
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Musk: Reorganization
is underway at Tesla 
WASHINGTON: Tesla Inc chief Elon Musk told
employees on Monday the company was undergoing a
“thorough reorganization” as it contends with produc-
tion problems, senior staff departures and recent crash-
es involving its electric cars. In his email to staff, Musk
said Tesla was “flattening the management structure to
improve communication,” combining functions and trim-
ming activities “not vital to the success of our mission”
in the reorganization.

The company confirmed the contents of the email,
which was first reported on by the Wall Street Journal.
Tesla is at a critical juncture as it tries to fix an inauspi-
cious launch of the Model 3 sedan, a mid-market car
crucial to its success and future profitability that has
been plagued by early production problems. Tesla
shares fell 3 percent to close at $291.97 on Monday.
Amid the manufacturing problems, senior Tesla execu-
tives have departed or cut back work. Waymo, Alphabet
Inc’s self-driving unit, said on Sunday that Matthew
Schwall had joined from Tesla, where he was its main
technical contact with US safety investigators.

Blistering barnacles
Last week, Tesla said Doug Field, senior vice presi-

dent of engineering, was taking time off to recharge. The
company is developing multiple new vehicles, including
a semi truck, and has registered a new car firm in
Shanghai in a likely step toward production in China. On
a May 2 earnings call, Musk said Tesla would conduct “a
reorganization restructuring” this month, without pro-
viding more details. He added that he would reduce the
number of third-party contracting companies engaged
by Tesla, equating them with “barnacles” needing to be
scrubbed off.

Tesla will still rapidly hire people to fill critical posi-
tions “to support the Model 3 production ramp and
future product development,” Musk said in Monday’s
email. Tesla faces a slew of other issues, from increased
skepticism over its finances to safety probes by regula-
tors. Investors gave a rare rebuke to Musk after he cut
off financial analysts on the earnings call, sending shares
down 5 percent despite promises that Model 3 produc-
tion was on track. The company changed the terms of its
borrowing agreement with banks to allow it to pledge
its Fremont, California, auto plant as collateral.

A US traffic safety regulator on May 2 contradicted
Tesla’s claim that the agency had found that its Autopilot
technology significantly reduced crashes. Autopilot, a
form of advanced cruise control, handles some driving
tasks and warns those behind the wheel they are always
responsible for the vehicle’s safe operation, Tesla has
said. In a Twitter post on Monday, Musk denied a Wall
Street Journal report that Tesla had rejected a system
that would have tracked driver eye movement when
using Autopilot for cost reasons.

Storm ahead? 
“This is false,” Musk wrote. “Eyetracking rejected

for being ineffective, not for cost. WSJ fails to mention
that Tesla is safest car on road, which would make arti-
cle ridiculous. Approx 4X better than avg,” Musk said.
He said Tesla’s record of a fatality every 320 million
miles compared with last year’s national average of 86
million miles, per safety regulators. Tesla’s record of
miles driven could not be confirmed by Reuters. In
another Twitter message on Monday, Musk said the
“probability of fatality is much lower in a Tesla,” saying
Tesla would begin reporting safety numbers beginning
in the second quarter. —Reuters
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China tech giants 
bet on untangling 
Indonesia e-commerce
JAKARTA: In a warehouse on the outskirts of Indonesia’s
capital, supervisors at e-commerce company Lazada use
bikes or electric scooters to zip around a floor the size of
four soccer fields, where up to 3,000 staff pack and dis-
patch goods around the clock. The warehouse is one of
five that Lazada has opened across Indonesia to cut costs
and expand its reach in an archipelago whose 17,000
islands are sprinkled across an area bigger than the
European Union.  

Chinese tech firms, including Lazada’s top investor,
Alibaba Group Holding, have poured at least $6 billion into
nearly every aspect of Indonesian e-commerce. Lazada
uses Alibaba’s inventory management systems and has tied
up with ride-hailing companies, often using their motor-
bikes to deliver goods in a country with creaking infrastruc-
ture and traffic-clogged cities. 

The payoff could be huge. It is a market forecast to grow
from about $7 billion last year to $63 billion by 2027,
according to Morgan Stanley. “Indonesia, both in terms of
the customers and behaviour, is a very unique challenge and
we need to adapt,” Florian Holm, co-chief executive at
Lazada Indonesia, told Reuters.

Lazada and Tokopedia, in which Alibaba is also an
investor, dominate Indonesia in customer traffic, with more
than 117 million monthly website visits each, according to
data from e-commerce aggregator iPrice. Alibaba doubled
its investment in loss-making Lazada to $4 billion in April,
underscoring its global ambition to secure a bigger share of
the e-commerce market.

Between the investment and the rewards, however, lie
enormous complexities. The World Bank has said logistical
costs swallow up around a quarter of Indonesia’s gross
domestic product, citing bottlenecks in supply chains, long
dwelling times in ports and lengthy trade clearances. Lazada
has opened warehouses in places like Balikpapan, on the
coast of Borneo, to avoid hauling everything from Jakarta.
Holm said that had in some cases reduced shipping costs by
90 percent. Competitive pressure is growing. Another
Chinese heavyweight, JD.com, arrived in Indonesia in 2016.
And the US giant Amazon, which opened a warehouse in

Singapore last year, may be prepared to dip a toe into the
Indonesian market soon.

Chinese influence
Indonesia’s e-commerce sales are set to rise from 3

percent of retail activity now to 19 percent by 2027,
Morgan Stanley estimates. The same report said there
were 159 million smartphones in Indonesia at the end of
2016, a number that could rise to 275 million by 2021.
Indonesia’s young population and room for improvement
in transportation and communications add to the
prospects for growth, the bank said.

That has attracted other Chinese companies. Tencent
Holdings, which owns regional e-commerce player SEA, has
entered the fray. Tencent and JD.com have stakes in
Indonesia’s ride-hailing firm Go-Jek, while JD.com has
invested in online travel company Traveloka. But Usman
Akhtar, a partner at Bain & Co in Jakarta, said Indonesian
companies such as Blibli, backed by a unit of the Djarum
group, remain a force.

“I would not characterize Indonesia as turning into a
replica of China’s e-commerce market, at least not yet,” said
Akhtar, referring to how JD.com and Alibaba dominate in
China. Kusumo Martanto, who heads Blibli, told Reuters the
company had seven warehouses in Indonesia with seven
more planned, and said it was important for local e-com-
merce companies to compete against Chinese players.

Alibaba founder Jack Ma is on an Indonesian govern-
ment steering committee for e-commerce, advising on areas
such as tax, cyber security and human resources.
Indonesia’s communications minister, Rudiantara, said there
was no conflict of interest in Ma’s role, describing him as a
“guru” who could help sell the country’s potential. But some
policies seem to be turning toward Ma’s home turf. 

Indonesia, which is trying to tackle a shortage of talent in
the digital sector, dropped sponsorships for 20 students to
study in places like Australia and the United States. Instead,
10 students will go to India and 10 to China to study this
year “because the future of the digital economy is in China
and India,” said the minister, who uses one name.     

Eying Amazon
Caterine, a 30-year-old housewife who lives west of

Jakarta, used to shop in conventional stores once a week,
but after her baby was born six months ago, she has been
shopping online two to three times a week for convenience.
“I prefer online shopping because it is quick. I can just click
and click and the goods will arrive,” she said, adding she
mostly used Shopee and Tokopedia for goods such as dia-
pers and clothing.

Morgan Stanley said delivery times of all types across
Indonesia are down to about 3 days from 10 days, while
deliveries in big cities can take 24 hours or less. While in
urban areas delivery times have greatly improved, other
parts of Indonesia’s e-commerce supply chain are still inef-
ficient, said Willson Cuaca, co-founder of East Ventures, a
tech investment fund.

“To send goods from point A to B, the logistics company
needs at least two modes of transport,” he said, referring to
the complications of operating across so many islands.
Amazon, by contrast, prefers to control its own supply
chains from start to finish. But entering a market like
Indonesia could require it to revisit that strategy. Amazon
Singapore did not respond to a request for comment on
whether it had plans for Indonesia. 

Much of the US giant’s international focus has been on
developing its business in India, even though some view its
entry into Singapore last year as a stepping stone for
expansion in the region. “At this moment, I believe it is try-
ing to test the market, by selling products through third-
party sellers,” said Daniel Tumiwa of the Indonesian e-com-
merce Association. Zhang Li, who heads JD.com’s
Indonesian joint venture with Provident Capital JD.ID, was
not overly concerned about competition from the likes of
Amazon.  “E-commerce is a global and borderless business,
so we have to prepare and do continuous improvement to
make our customers happy,” Zhang said. — Reuters 

Australia probes claim 
Google harvests data 
while consumers pay
SYDNEY: Google is under investigation in Australia follow-
ing claims that it collects data from millions of Android
smartphones users, who unwittingly pay their telecom serv-
ice providers for gigabytes consumed during the harvesting,
regulators said yesterday. Responding to the latest privacy
concerns surrounding Google, a spokesman for the US
based search engine operator said the company has users’
permission to collect data.

The Australian investigations stem from allegations made
by Oracle Corp in a report provided as part of an Australian
review into the impact that Google, owned by Alphabet Inc,
and Facebook have on the advertising market. Both the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
and the country’s Privacy Commissioner said they were
reviewing the report’s findings. 

“The ACCC met with Oracle and is considering informa-
tion it has provided about Google services,” said Geesche
Jacobsen, a spokeswoman for the competition regulator.
“We are exploring how much consumers know about the
use of location data and are working closely with the
Privacy Commissioner.”

Oracle, according to The Australian newspaper, said
Alphabet receives detailed information about people’s inter-
net searches and user locations if they have a phone that
carries Android - the mobile operating system developed
by Google. Transferring that information to Google means
using up gigabytes of data that consumers have paid for
under data packages purchased from local telecom service
providers, according to the Oracle report.

Reuters was unable to immediately verify the content of
the Oracle report. Data privacy advocates said many con-
sumers are unlikely to understand what they agreed to
when signing up to use a smartphone. Industry analysts
estimate there are more than 10 million Android users in
Australia. “Some mobile plans may only include a few giga-
bytes of data so if Google is harvesting a gigabyte of data, it
is a very real cost to consumers,” said David Vaile, chairman
of the industry group, the Australian Privacy Foundation.

Australian telecommunications companies said they
were seeking confirmation from Google on the allegations.
“We are aware of the reports in the media and we have
asked Google to advise whether they are accurate,” a
spokesman for Australia’s biggest telecom company Telsta
said. The investigations will raise more questions about the
way big technology companies collect and use people’s
data online. Earlier this year, social media giant Facebook
Inc apologized after web marketing firm Cambridge
Analytica was accused of obtaining users’ data without per-
mission for the 2016 election campaign of United States
President Donald Trump. Oracle has its own long-running
dispute with Google. —Reuters

BEIJING: This file picture taken on May 3, 2018 shows a
customer looking at a Xiaomi smartphone in a shop. — AFP 

MOUNTAIN VIEW: An attendee works on a laptop before the
start of the Google I/O 2018 Conference at Shoreline
Amphitheater. — AFP 


